
PLOT: STUCK IN A SHARE-HOUSE - two 
couples struggle to get on with 
each other’s living standards...

 
LOCATIONS: 
- SPITZ: fictional city; 
skyscrapers everywhere; trams, c 
cars everywhere; sunny

 
CHARACTERS: 
- HARMONY: brown hair; green eyes; 
slim build; romantic type; love 
interest of CURTIS;  30 years 
- REBECCA: blonde hair; green 
eyes; slim build; romantic type; 
love interest of ROWAN;  30 tears 
- CURTIS: medium build; brown 
hair; green eyes; romantic type; 
30 years 
- ROWAN: medium build; black hair; 
green eyes; romantic type; 30 
years; hairy

 
_

INT. LIVING ROOM - SHARE-HOUSE - SPITZ 
NEIGHBOURHOOD

 
(FADE IN; the SHARE-HOUSE of SPITZ 
NEIGHBOURHOOD at NIGHT. The share-
house is in a rough 
neighbourhood... the residents are 
HARMONY & CURTIS, REBECCA & ROWAN. 
THE SCENE opens with both couples 
making out. 

 
CUT TO the NAKED HARMONY & CURTIS; 
HARMONY holds CURTIS’ broad 
shoulders as they kiss and make-
out)

 
HARMONY

(loving; to CURTIS) Oh Curtis... I love 
you... I love you.... I love you so damn 
much... you’re my baby...

 
CURTIS

(loving to HARMONY) No... I love you my DEAR 
HARMONY... I love you my baby girl.... I 
love you so much...

 
(HARMONY & CURTIS continue making 
out)

 
_

INT. KITCHEN - SHARE-HOUSE - SPITZ 
NEIGHBOURHOOD
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(CUT TO REBECCA & ROWAN - ROWAN 
watches as REBECCA is cooking 
MEATBALLS for DINNER. REBECCA 
smiles and talks to ROWAN as she 
cooks)

 
REBECCA

(Smiles to ROWAN) So Rowan... boy.. I know 
my boy loves MEATBALLS don’t he... my boy 
loves   MEATBALLS...

 
ROWAN

(smiles to REBECCA) Oh I do Rebecca.. you 
know I do... But I love you more... more... 
more..

 
(ROWAN takes his blue shirt off; 
exposing his hairy barechest. 
REBECCA smiles as she looks in 
love at the shirtless ROWAN; ROWAN 
smiles as he drops the blue shirt 
on the floor; hugging REBECCA. 
REBECCA smiles)

 
REBECCA

(with love; to ROWAN) Now keep it off... 
 

ROWAN
(with love; to REBECCA) I’ll keep it off as 
much as you want me to to... I will..

 
(REBECCA smiles with love as she 
continues cooking. ROWAN hugs 
REBECCA whilst she continues to 
cook...)

 
(CUT TO; the naked HARMONY & 
CURTIS once again. They continue 
making out in love)

 
HARMONY

(smiles to CURTIS) Oh Curty boy... I’ve 
never met a muscle-chest boy like 
yourself...

 
(HARMONY puts her hand on CURTIS’ 
barechest; patting it with love)

 
HARMONY

(Smiles to CURTIS) This barechest of yours 
will surely protect me from danger... I know 
it..

 
CURTIS

(Smiles to HARMONY) Oh it will..... it will 
baby girl....
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(MINUTES LATER - HARMONY & CURTIS 
perform sexual intercourse; with 
deep love. MEANWHILE - the hairy-
shirtless ROWAN makes his way with 
REBECCA to the living room; and is 
shocked to see the naked HARMONY & 
CURTIS making out. He shouts in 
disgust... REBECCA looks away in 
shock)

 
ROWAN

(shouts to HARMONY & CURTIS) Hey... Hey... 
in your room... I don’t car what you do... 
do that in your room... disgusting, vile... 
gross...

 
REBECCA

(firm to HARMONY & CURTIS) Yes... there’s a 
time and place... Put some clothes on and do 
that in your room.... pathetic...

 
(CURTIS begins fighting with ROWAN 
and REBECCA)

 
CURTIS

(shouts to ROWAN) You FUCKERS. Interrupting 
my session... YOU FUCK... (screaming) FUCKIN 
FUCKS...

 
(HARMONY notices the angered and 
upset CURTIS; and attempts to calm 
him down. She puts her hand on 
CURTIS’ barechest)

 
HARMONY

(calms CURTIS) Curtis.... Curtis... Curtis 
baby. Breathe... breathe... Breathe..

 
(CURTIS calms down; closes hie 
eyes then opens them back to 
HARMONY - calming down by 
HARMONY’s wishes)

 
CURTIS

(Worried to HARMONY) Harmony... Harmony... 
 

HARMONY
(calms CURTIS) Calm.... calm... It’s okay...

 
(CURTIS officially calms down. 
HARMONY smiles at the calm HARMONY 
and brushes his chest with her 
hands. CURTIS holds HARMONY’s hand 
tight)

 
HARMONY

(calms CURTIS) Let’s get changed and go to 
the room...
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(CURTIS glares at both REBECCA & 
ROWAN. HARMONY holds CURTIS’ head; 
CURTIS turns his head towards 
HARMONY again and calms)

 
HARMONY

(calms CURTIS) Let’s go baby...
 

(THE NAKED CURTIS stands up; and 
carries the naked HARMONY to their 
share-house room. CURTIS glares at 
ROWAN in the process. CURTIS & 
HARMONY reach their room.... THE 
SCENE CONTINUES...)

 
_

INT. CURTIS’ BEDROOM - SHARE-HOUSE - SPITZ 
NEIGHBOURHOOD

 
(FADE IN MINUTES LATER AT NIGHT; 
CURTIS has changed into a blue 
shirt and black pjs shorts. 
HARMONY has changed into a yellow 
pj set. THEY LAY in bed and look 
at each other; and have  a 
conversation)

 
HARMONY

(to CURTIS) So Curty... you’ve got  work 
tomorrow with ROWAN hey...

 
CURTIS

(to HARMONY) Yeah... yeah that prick... he’s 
a painful team leader to work for... even 
more painful to live with the prick... 
getting in the way of our happiness.. I hate 
him more for that..

 
HARMONY

(to CURTIS) I know Curty-boy... keep trying 
to get a job at another MECHANIC... so we 
can have our (points at stomach) little 
one... 

 
(CURTIS puts his hand on HARMONY’s 
stomach; feeling her belly; hoping 
she becomes pregnant tomorrow)

 
CURTIS

(smiles to HARMONY) Let’s hope you’re 
pregnant tomorrow HARMONY.. let’s hope...

 
HARMONY

(smiles to CURTIS) Yes... you’ll love that 
boy... won’t you...

 
CURTIS

(Smiles to HARMONY) Yes...yes I would...
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(THE SCENE ENDS WITH CURTIS & 
HARMONY kissing in love. FADE OUT; 
END OF SCENE)

 
_

INT. ROWAN’S BEDROOM - SHARE-HOUSE - SPITZ 
NEIGHBOURHOOD 

 
(FADE IN MEANWHILE; ROWAN is 
laying shirtless on his bed with 
his love REBECCA. REBECCA is 
holding a book; whilst ROWAN talks 
to her)

 
ROWAN

(to REBECCA) Damn Rebecca... I just want 
those two lovebird freaks to move out... 
working with that freak-prick pisses me off. 
NO SHAME... no gain you know... he’s always 
been weird... always....

 
(REBECCA closes her book; and 
focuses on talking to ROWAN. She 
smiles at ROWAN)s

 
REBECCA

(smiles to ROWAN) I know Rowan... him and 
HARMONY both creep me out.. like big time... 
they will move out... they will... if they 
get any more weirder; just kick em’ out...

 
 

 
ROWAN

(to REBECCA) Yes... Yes I will consider that 
if they do get weirder... let’s just enjoy 
the night together...

 
 

 
(ROWAN & REBECCA cuddle in bed. 
FADE OUT; END OF SCENE)

 
_

INT. DINING ROOM - SHARE-HOUSE - SPITZ 
NEIGHBOURHOOD
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(FADE IN THE NEXT MORNING - ROWAN 
is cooking REBECCA some SCRAMBLED 
EGGS. He smiles as he preps the 
dish on a blue-tealed plate; 
handing it to her. REBECCA smiles 
at the plate of SCRAMBLED EGGS in 
awe. ROWAN smiles as he sits 
beside REBCCCA. ROWAN is wearing 
his mechanic attire; whilst 
REBECCA is wearing a green-casual 
tshirt and black jeans)

 
ROWAN

(smiles to REBCCA) Try the SCRAMBLED EGGS 
honey... I want to see who’s a better 
cook... you or ME...

 
REBECCA

(chuckles to ROWAN) Oh I think we know the 
answer to that ROWAN boy... I think we know 
that...

 
ROWAN

(chuckles to REBECCA) Oh you never know 
REBECCA. I might top you yet...

 
REBECCA

(Chuckles to ROWAN) Oh Rowan boy... in your 
dreams... 

 
(ROWAN & REBECCA chuckle. REBECCA 
takes a bite of the SCRAMBLED 
EGGS; and smiles at ROWAN in joy)

 
REBECCA

(smiles to ROWAN) Okay.... now that is 
good... that is tasty..

 
(ROWAN smiles. SUDDENLY - the 
shirtless CURTIS enter the dining 
room table; holding HARMONY’s 
hand. CURTIS notices ROWAN and 
glares at him. ROWAN grows annoyed 
with CURTIS’ continued staring)

 
ROWAN

(annoyed to CURTIS) What CURTIS? What? Can 
you put a shirt on for once?

 
CURTIS

(annoyed to ROWAN) You didn’t make me FUCKIN 
anything... or HARMONY... we wash the dishes 
every night and morning... the least you 
could FUCKIN do is make us brekky and 
dinner..

 
ROWAN

(annoyed to CURTIS) Oh go away CURTIS...
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(REBECCA grows worried of an 
incoming confrontation between 
ROWAN & CURTIS. She holds ROWAN’S 
shoulder. HARMONY stands silent)

 
CURTIS

(shouts to ROWAN) YOU COULD HAVE MADE US 
BREKKY... now I’m going to be late to 
WORK... and lose PAY... but you DON’T GIVE A 
FUCK... all you care about is bossing me 
around at WORK and FUCKIN HERE... I’m sick 
of it...

 
(ROWAN comforts REBECCA)

 
ROWAN

(comforts REBECCA) Rebecca... it’s okay.. 
it’s okay....

 
CURTIS

(shouts to REBECCA) No it’s not Rebecca. 
Your puny pathetic husband is too lazy to 
cook US some brekky; whilst HARMONY and I 
CLEAN YOUR FUCKIN DISHES... we have to cook 
dinner ourselves... PATHETIC... utterly....

 
(ROWAN grows angry; and shouts at 
CURTIS)

 
ROWAN

(shouts at CURTIS) CURTIS... DO NOT 
DISRESPECT MY REBECCA... DO NOT EVER 
DISRESPECT REBEC-

 
(THE SHIRTLESS CURTIS slaps ROWAN 
hard on the face. ROWAN grows 
enraged with CURTIS; and beats 
CURTIS to the floor; invoking a 
heavy brawl. THE BRAWL consists of 
repeated punching to the face; 
ROWAN overpowers CURTIS: just 
about to be break CURTIS’ nose. 
CURTIS begs ROWAN to stop)

 
CURTIS

(begs ROWAN) No... no... no please no... 
sorry.... sorry ROWAN... sorry..

 
(ROWAN breathes and takes his hand 
off of ROMAN’s neck. CURTIS looks 
in shock at ROWAN as he stands up; 
and accompanies his lover 
HARMONY... CURTIS looks at HARMONY 
with  a sad expression on his 
face)

 
CURTIS

(worried to HARMONY) Harmony... I’ve... I’ve 
got to get to work...  
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(HARMONY thinks of CURTIS’ stomach 
and need for food. She recalls 
muesli bars stored in the pantry; 
and makes her way to the pantry; 
fetching two muesli bars for 
herself and CURTIS. She hands 
CURTIS a muesli bar; they both 
consume it. CURTIS & REBECCA look 
in shock. FADE OUT; END OF 
SCENE...)

 
_

INT. WORKSHOPS - SPITZ MECHANIC 
 

(FADE IN AT THE WORKSHOPS OF SPITZ 
MECHANIC. BOTH CURTIS & ROWAN are 
hard at work; both dressed in 
their mechanic attire. ROWAN is 
serving a client at the workshops)

 
ROWAN

(to CLIENT) Yes hello... How can I help?
 

CUSTOMER
(To ROWAN) Yes... hello sir. I’ve got my SUV 
out the front for a 9am service...

 
(ROWAN looks at the time of his 
computer service timetable; and 
confirms the service with the 
CUSTOMER)

 
ROWAN

(to CUSTOMER) Yes... yes I see... that’s 
fine... I’ll take it for a service... leave 
it there...

 
(THE CUSTOMER leaves his SUV; 
making his way elsewhere. ROWAN 
walks by CURTIS; alerting him of 
his next service to be done... 
CURTIS looks very busy; fitting 
tyres; performing mechanical 
duties to broken cars...)

 
ROWAN

(to CURTIS) Okay Curtis... we’ve got a next 
service to be done..

 
(AN ANNOYED CURTIS responds to 
ROWAN)

 
 

 
CURTIS

(to ROWAN) Okay... okay thanks... I will 
work on it...
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(ROWAN returns to fixing a 
HATCHBACK CAR. FADE OUT: END OF 
SCENE)

 
 

 
_

INT. LIVING ROOM - SHARE-HOUSE - SPITZ 
NEIGHBOURHOOD

 
(INT. THE LIVING ROOM of the SHARE 
HOUSE. HARMONY sits on. the blue-
sofa; holding her painful belly. 
She groans in pain; REBECCA 
notices and questions HARMONY her 
reasoning of pain. HARMONY is 
wearing a pink casual top and 
green shorts; and is barefoot...)

 
REBECCA

(concerned to HARMONY) Harmony.. Harmony... 
what’s up? You look... you look like you’re 
in pain... are you... are you?

 
(HARMONY groans and groans; then 
cries at the pain. SHE STANDS UP)

 
HARMONY

(hurt to REBECCA) I... I’m fine... I need to 
go to the bathroom... I need to go to the 
bathroom...

 
(REBECCA watches the painful 
HARMONY walk to the bathroom. TO 
BE CONTINUED...)

 
_

INT. BATHROOM - SHARE-HOUSE - SPITZ 
NEIGHBOURHOOD

 
(FADE IN; THE BATHROOM OF THE 
SHARE-HOUSE. The groaning HARMONY 
in pain performs a pregnancy test; 
and finds out she is pregnant. IN 
SHOCK and SURPRISE: she screams in 
excitement...)

 
HARMONY

(screams in excitement) OH MY GOD... oh MY 
GOD.... oh MY DAMN GOD... Oh my... I’M 
PREGNANT... I AM PREGNANT...
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(HARMONY’s knowledge of her pain 
disappears; after focusing on the 
surprise of being pregnant... She 
smiles in delight; then runs out 
the bathroom to break the news... 
TO BE CONTINUED...)

 
_

INT. LIVING ROOM - SHARE-HOUSE - SPITZ 
NEIGHBOURHOOD

 
(FADE IN; the LIVING ROOM of the 
SHARE-HOUSE. AN EXCITED HARMONY 
returns to the LIVING ROOM where 
she notices REBECCA vacuuming the 
floors. HARMONY screams at REBECCA 
in excitement to get her 
attention. REBECCA having heard 
the yelling by HARMONY; turns the 
vacuum off; with an annoyed 
expression on her face)

 
REBECCA

(annoyed to HARMONY) What... what HARMONY? 
WHAT?

 
HARMONY

(excited; to REBECCA) Oh my GOD... I am 
PREGNANT... I AM PREGNANT REBECCA. I CAN NOT 
BELIEVE IT...

 
(REBECCA is shocked; but denies 
HARMONY will not be a good mother. 
She keeps her opinions to herself; 
and speaks to HARMONY in a not-so-
surprised voice...)

 
REBECCA

(to HARMONY) Well uh... congrats HARMONY... 
congrats... 

 
(HARMONY notices REBECCA’s not-so-
surprised voice; and grows 
annoyed)

 
HARMONY

(annoyed to REBECCA) Hey... that tone of 
your voice... you sure don’t sound that 
happy for me... what... why?

 
(REBECCA pretends to act excited; 
though still dislikes HARMONY...)

 
REBECCA

(claps hands; to HARMONY) Oh congrats MISS 
HARMONY... CONGRATS...  That is very 
exciting..
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(HARMONY grows even more annoyed 
with REBECCA. She shouts at 
REBECCA)

 
HARMONY

(shouts to REBECCA) You are NOT EVEN 
excited... NOT EVEN A LITTLE BIT... not a 
FUCKIN LITTLE BIT... you FUCKIN-MOTHERFUCKIN 
BITCH...

 
(REBECCA loses her temper; and 
shouts vile insults at HARMONY)

 
REBECCA

(shouts to HARMONY) NO HARMONY. Personally; 
the way I see you and CURTIS behave... I 
think you’ll be terrible parents... 
ABSOLUTELY TERRIBLE...

 
(HARMONY grows enraged)

 
HARMONY

(shouts to REBECCA) YOU.... YOU... YOU 
BITCH... BITCHFACE... BITCH...

 
(HARMONY loses it and throws the 
broom at REBECCA. A shocked 
REBECCA jumps out of the way; 
avoiding being hit. HARMONY then 
throws a brush-and-shovel at 
REBECCA’s arm; REBECCA gets hit 
and groans. HARMONY continues to 
scream. REBECCA remains calm; and 
keeps composure. She speaks to 
HARMONY calmly)

 
REBECCA

(calm; to HARMONY) Harmony.. look... I’ve 
got to vacuum this floor. Congrats okay... 
congrats... let me just finish this...

 
(HARMONY screams at REBECCA: and 
throws a cushion at REBECCA. The 
cushion hits REBECCA’s face hard 
as it drops. HARMONY stamps her 
feet back to CURTIS’ bedroom...  
THE CAMERA PANS OUT WITH an 
annoyed REBECCA)

 
_
(HOURS PASS - ROWAN drives home 
in his sedan; CURTIS catches 
the bus home. ROWAN walks in 
first; with CURTIS walking 
behind - the both being silent 
and not talkative. REBECCA 
smiles as she hugs ROWAN; ROWAN 
smiles)
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ROWAN
(SMILES; TO REBCCA) HEY... HOW... HOW... ARE 
YOU?

 
REBECCA

(smiles at ROWAN) Oh great to see you...
 

(HARMONY WALKS TOWARDS THE DOOR; 
AND SCREAMS AS SHE SEES HER LOVE 
CURTIS... SHE HUGS HIM. CURTIS 
SMILES)

 
HARMONY

(smiles to CURTIS) OH Curtis... Curtis... I 
have the best news... the BEST NEWS EVER..

 
(CURTIS is interested to hear 
HARMONY’s big news)

 
CURTIS

(interested; to HARMONY) And what is that my 
DEAR HARMONY?

 
HARMONY

(smiles to CURTIS) I... I’m pregnant... I am 
pregnant baby... I am pregnant..

 
(CURTIS grows excited by the 
news..)

 
CURTIS

(excited;  to CURTIS) OH my GOD HARMONY.. OH 
MY GOD... OH MY GOD... OH MY...

 
(CURTIS thrillingly hugs his lover 
HARMONY; as they celebrate the 
pregnancy of HARMONY. They hug and 
hug; and kiss... ROWAN looks at 
REBECCA)

 
ROWAN

(smiles to REBECCA) So uh... you and I want 
to go for a walk..

 
REBECCA

(smiles to ROWANA) Oh I’d love to... yes 
ROWAN.... I’d love to..

 
(REBCCA & ROWAN kiss and hug... 
FADE OUT; END OF SCENE)

 
_

INT. RUTH STREET - SPITZ
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(FADE IN; REBCCA & ROWAN hold 
hands together as they walk around 
the streets of RUTH STREET. They 
begin taking to each other...)

 
REBECCA

(smiles to ROWAN) So Rowan... how was your 
day today? Was CURTIS still a pain in the 
ass?

 
 

 
ROWAN

(to REBECCA) He’s more annoying at home...
 

REBECCA
(to ROWAN) Yeah.. I think HARMONY and ROWAN 
are as bad as one another... HARMONY had a 
legit brain explosion whilst you were at... 

 
ROWAN

(questions REBECCA) What... what... why?
 

REBECCA
(to ROWAN) Well she said she was pregnant... 
she told me the news... I didn’t really 
sound that excited because I can’t stand 
her... and she just threw the broom at me; 
then threw a cushion at me... She is HELLA 
crazy...

 
ROWAN

(to REBECCA) I know DARLING REBECCA.... but 
I promise you... I will get us out of this 
HELLHOLE that we are in.. I promise..

 
REBECCA

(smiles to ROWAN) I can’t wait to that 
ROWAN... I can’t wait to that....

 
ROWAN

(smiles to REBECCA) Me either REBECCA. Me 
either... our own secluded private paradise. 
Where we can hopefully start a family...

 
REBECCA

(to ROWAN) I sometimes think I should be 
doing more... like I should help more to get 
a job or something...

 
ROWAN

(to REBECCA) Rebecca. No... it’s okay... 
I’ll take the stress... I will... and I will 
find another high-paid mechanic job 
elsewhere... where I don’t have to deal with 
that prick CURTIS...
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REBECCA
(SMILES TO ROWAN) YES... YES I CAN’T WAIT TO 
THEN... or maybe you should move to 
MANAGEMENT roles in the retail sector... 
maybe more money... you’re practically 
managing CURTIS...

 
(ROWAN thinks about REBECCA’s 
comment; and considers it)

 
ROWAN

(to REBECCA) Yes... yes maybe I should think 
about it... maybe I should REBECCA. Good 
thinking...

 
(ROWAN & REBECCA hug; as they 
continue walking... FADE OUT; END 
OF SCENE)

 
_

INT. LIVING ROOM - SHARE-HOUSE - SPITZ 
NEIGHBOURHOOD

 
(FADE IN AT THE LIVING ROOM OF THE 
SHARE-HOUSE. HARMONY & CURTIS look 
at each other with love; HARMONY 
smiles as she takes CURTIS shirt 
off; CURTIS follows thereafter and 
makes HARMONY topless. They smile 
with love... as their clothes drop 
on the floor...)

 
CURITS

(Smiles to HARMONY) Oh Harmony... my love... 
My beautiful love...

 
HARMONY

(smiles to CURTIS) Oh Curtis... my handsome 
love...

 
(CURTIS picks up the topless 
HARMONY and kisses her; as he 
walks HARMONY to their bed.... 
FADE OUT; END OF SCENE)

 
 

 
_

INT. CURTIS’ BEDROOM  - SHARE-HOUSE - SPITZ 
NEIGHBOURHOOD

 
(FADE IN AT CURTIS BEDROOM - the 
topless HARMONY & shirtless CURTIS 
make out on the bed and talk...)

 
HARMONY

(smiles to CURTIS) Oh Curtis... I just... I 
just can’t believe I’m pregnant... I’m going 
to be MUMMY... you’re going to be DADDY...
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CURTIS
(romantic; to HARMONY) Yes baby girl... 
baby..

 
(CURTIS licks HARMONY’s face. THEY 
CONTINUE MAKING OUT; HARMONY holds 
CURTIS arms with love; as he 
kisses her passionately on the 
lips. They squeal in excitement of 
their romantic love scene...)

 
HARMONY

(with love; to CURTIS) Curty boy... Curty 
boy...

 
CURTIS

(with love; to HARMONY) Harmony girl... 
Harmony BABY GIRL...

 
(HARMONY & CURTIS smile as they 
continue making out... FADE OUT; 
END OF SCENE)

 
 

 
_

INT. LIVING ROOM - SHARE-HOUSE - SPITZ 
NEIGHBOURHOOD

 
(FADE IN THE LIVING ROOM... ROWAN 
& REBECCA arrive home. ROWNA 
closes the door behind REBECCA and 
himself. They notice the clothes 
on the floor; instantly knowing 
REBECCA & ROWAN are naked once 
again)

 
REBECCA

(To ROWAN) Well they’re lovie-dovie 
tonight...

 
ROWAN

(to REBECCA) Yep... I know... 
 

REBECCA
(smiles to ROWAN) What shall I make tonight 
baby?

 
(ROWAN thinks to his ideal dinner 
meal for tonight)

 
ROWAN

(thinks; to REBECCA) Um that BEAUTIFUL FRIED 
RICE... yum... your recipe is probably 
better than all the CHINESE restaurants in 
town...

 
REBECCA

(smiles to ROWAN) You think...
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ROWAN
(to REBECCA) Oh I think...

 
(REBECCA & ROWAN smile as they 
head to the kitchen... FADE OUT: 
END OF STORY)

 
_

INT. CURTIS’ BEDROOM - SHARE-HOUSE - SPITZ 
NEIGHBOURHOOD

 
(FADE IN; CURTIS’ BEDROOM. The 
topless HARMONY and shirtless 
CURTIS continue making out... 
HARMONY resumes talking to CURTIS)

 
HARMONY

(smiles to ROWAN) So CURTIS... let’s talk 
about our baby... let’s...

 
(CURTIS ignores HARMONY; and 
continues kissing her obsessively 
on the lips. HARMONY smiles and 
speaks to CURTIS once again)

 
HARMONY

(to CURTIS) Curty... Curty boy...
 

CURTIS
(kissing HARMONY) Hang on baby girl... hang 
on BABE... more... a bit more....

 
HARMONY

(smiles to CURTIS) Okay... a bit more... a 
bit more..

 
(CURITS holds HARMONY down; 
HARMONY holds CURTIS’ neck as they 
kiss and kiss. HARMONY & CURTIS do 
not stop for 10 minutes... HARMONY 
pushes CURTIS down; as she bends 
downwards to the shirtless CURTIS. 
CURTIS puts his arms around the 
topless HARMONY as they kiss...)

 
HARMONY

(Kissing CURTIS) Baby... baby...
 

CURTIS
(kissing HARMONY) Baby... baby girl...

 
(CURTIS lightly pushes HARMONY up; 
HARMONY smiles and squeals in 
excitement as he lays her down; 
bending downwards towards her - 
kissing her with love and 
repetition. HARMONY smiles....)
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HARMONY
(kissing CURTIS) Handsome... handsome...

 
(CURTIS stops and lays down beside 
HARMONY; tilting directly at her; 
facing her. HARMONY tilts to the 
side; looking at CURTIS)

 
HARMONY

(With love; to CURTIS) Curtis.... that 
was... that was fun...

 
CURTIS

(Smiles to HARMONY) Yes.... yes it was... 
Every night... that is our chore..

 
HARMONY

(with love; to CURTIS) Oh you bet... you bet 
boy...

 
(CURTIS puts his hand on HARMONY’s 
pregnant stomach....)

 
CURTIS

(smiles to HARMONY) So... our baby...
 

HARMONY
(with love; to CURTIS) Yes... we have to 
think about names now... our bundle of joy 
will be in the world in 9 months... let’s 
think of names... 

 
CURTIS

(smiles to HARMONY) Okay... for a boy... 
SPIKE....

 
HARMONY

(smiles to CURITS) Spike... now that is 
cute... I agree Spike for a boy... and girl  
name?

 
 

 
CURTIS

(smiles to CURTIS) And for a girl... Tish... 
Tishy...

 
HARMONY

(smiles to CURTIS)  Oh yes... Tishy... tishy 
girl... Man boy... you are so good at 
picking names... good man you are... good 
man...

 
CURTIS

(smiles to HARMONY) You are a good woman... 
my baby HARMONY... shall we make out some 
more?
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HARMONY
(smiles to CURTIS) Oh you bet.., you bet... 
you...

 
(CURTIS & HARMONY SQUEAL IN 
EXCITEMENT; AS THEY MAKE OUT ONCE 
AGAIN. CURTIS UNDRESSES HIS PANTS; 
HARMONY watches with love; as she 
undresses her pants; they are both 
fully naked. HARMONY lies down; as 
they begin performing a second 
round of sexual intercourse. 
HARMONY & CURTIS smile with 
love...)

 
HARMONY

(smiles with love) THIS is so MUCH FUN... 
this is SO MUCH...

 
(The romantic squealing continues 
at the continued sexual 
intercourse... FADE OUT; END OF 
SCENE)

 
_

INT. KITCHEN - SHARE-HOUSE - SPITZ 
NEIGHBOURHOOD

 
(FADE IN; the KITCHEN of the 
SHARE-HOUSE. ROWAN smiles as he 
watches his love REBECCA cooking 
FRIED RICE...)

 
ROWAN

(smiles to REBECCA) Smells nice babe...
 

REBECCA
(smiles to ROWAN) Yes.... yes it does... 
even better in the mouth though ROWAN... 
even better..

 
ROWAN

(smiles to REBECCA) Yes... well that’s 
right... that is right my DEAR LOVE...

 
(ROWAN steps behind; and removes 
his mechanic-attire shirt; 
dropping it on the floor. He then 
returns to his love REBECCA. 
REBECCA notices the shirtless 
ROWAN; and smiles with love)

 
REBECCA

(Smiles to ROWAN) Oh.... I see that shirt of 
yours came off my LOVE... (romantic) Who 
dare take that off but me?

 
ROWAN

(romantic to REBECCA) I love you REBECCA. 
Never ever forget that my darling... or you 
will be...
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REBECCA
(romantic to ROWAN) In trouble eh... is that 
right? Did I finish the sentence for you 
babe?

 
ROWAN

(Romantic; to REBECCA) Yes... yes you did... 
you bloody did my woman...

 
(REBECCA smiles as she puts the 
frying pan of FRIED RICE on 
simmer. She then turns her 
attention back to ROWAN... and 
puts her hand on his hairy 
barechest...)

 
REBECCA

(smiles to ROWAN) i myself... have a hairy 
bear for a husband.. and I... (romantic) and 
I love it...

 
(ROWAN smiles and cuddles REBECCA 
tightly)

 
ROWAN

(smiles to REBECCA) And I myself have met 
the most beautiful glowing girl I have ever 
seen. Like solar lights; you flare up the 
room as I see you...

 
REBECCA

(Romantic to ROWAN) Oh.. what nice words you 
use my babe ROWAN... keep it up...

 
ROWAN

(Smiles to REBECCA) I shall... and I will 
not stop....

 
(ROWAN & REBECCA hug with love; as 
they watch the FRIED RICE 
simmer... FADE OUT; END OF SCENE)

 
_

INT. CURTIS’ BEDROOM - SHARE-HOUSE - SPITZ 
NEIGHBOURHOOD...

 
(FADE IN; CURTIS BEDROOM - the 
fully naked HARMONY & CURTIS 
remain laying down; tilted to the 
side; facing each other. They keep 
talking...)

 
HARMONY

(Smiles to CURTIS) Oh Curty boy.., you are 
going to make an excellent father... you 
know that CURTIS don’t you...

 
CURTIS

(with love to HARMONY) Yes baby HARMONY.... 
I know that...and you make an excellent 
MAMA... an excellent MAMA...
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HARMONY
(smiles to CURTIS) Oh... I know I will... I 
will...

 
(HARMONY begins to smell the scent 
of FRIED RICE. She grows annoyed 
by the scent; as she communicates 
with CURTIS)

 
HARMONY

(annoyed to CURTIS) They better have made us 
some... or trouble will come their way....

 
CURTIS

(with love to HARMONY) Yes... yes... I 
agree...

 
(HARMONY & CURTIS kiss tilted to 
the side. MINUTES PASS - HARMONY 
hops out of bed; CURTIS questions 
HARMONY’s motives)

 
CURTIS

(questions HARMONY) Where are you going BABY 
girl?

 
HARMONY

(to CURTIS) TO MAKE SURE... that that FRIED 
RICE is made for us.. and not just for 
them...

 
(HARMONY puts her underwear and 
green shorts back on herself. 
CURTIS hops out of bed; and puts 
his mechanic track pants back on. 
CURTIS and HARMONY then put their 
shirts back on... then look at 
each other...)

 
CURTIS

(smiles to HARMONY) Go tell them off baby 
girl...

 
HARMONY

(smiles to CURTIS) I will baby...
 

(FADE OUT; END OF SCENE)
 

 
 

_
INT. KITCHEN - SHARE-HOUSE - SPITZ 
NEIGHBOURHOOD

 
(FADE IN THE KITCHEN. HARMONY 
enters the scene; and notices her 
enemy REBECCA cooking FRIED RICE. 
ROWAN is stunned to see HARMONY; 
and dislikes her...)
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HARMONY
(firm to REBECCA) Some of that FRIED RICE 
bette be for CURTIS and I... the least you 
can do is give us some spare serves..

 
 

 
(ROWAN stands in front of HARMONY)

 
ROWAN

(firm to HARMONY) Rebecca and I will not 
cook for any of you if you DARE disrespect 
us... We are sick and tired of it... and if 
you both  continue... we will report you and 
CURTIS to the RENTAL AUTHORITIES. Do you 
want that? It’ll destroy your whole rental 
behaviour industry; and may decrease your 
chances of getting. home again..

 
HARMONY

(annoyed to ROWAN) Yes I know that STUPID 
ROWAN... but I find it most rude that 
REBECCA can’t serve CURTIS and I food. We do 
your filthy dishes each night... the least 
you and REBECCA could do...  is let us eat 
your cooked dinner...

 
(ROWAN looks at REBECCA; REBECCA 
looks at ROWAN - reluctant to cook 
the rude CURTIS & HARMONY food. 
She looks away. ROWAN begins to 
feel himself and REBECCA are being 
unfair in not providing food; 
whilst HARMONY and CURTIS do the 
nightly dishes...)

 
ROWAN

(to REBECCA) Rebecca. They uh... they do 
have a point..

 
(REBECCA stands her ground..)

 
REBECCA

(annoyed to ROWAN) Are you serious ROWAN? 
Are you serious? They are so rude, 
vindictive and nasty... why should I cook 
for scum like them?

 
ROWAN

(calms REBECCA) To keep the peace... look we 
don’t..

 
(HARMONY shouts at REBECCA in 
annoyance)

 
HARMONY

(Shouts at REBECCA) YOU ARE SO RUDE REBECCA. 
SO DAMN RUDE... SO FUCKIN MOTHER-FUCKIN 
RUDE... YOU ARE A TERRIBLE HUMAN BEING... 
TERRIBLE... TERRIBLE...
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(HARMONY grabs the glass teapot 
and throws it at REBECCA... the 
glass teapot shatters and hits 
REBECCA in the face. REBECCA cries 
in pain as the glass scars her 
face deeply. REBECCA cries; ROWAN 
looks on at shock...)

 
ROWAN

(Shocked to REBECCA) Rebecca. Rebecca. 
REBECCA...

 
REBECCA

(Cries to ROWAN) Tell her to stop... tell 
her to stop please...

 
(REBECCA accidentally hits her 
forehead on the kitchen cabinet; 
falling unconscious minutes later. 
ROWAN bends down to the 
unconscious REBECCA: holding her 
head; worrying deeply about 
her....)

 
ROWAN

(concerned; to unconscious REBECCA) Rebecca. 
Rebecca... oh my GOD.... REBECCA..

 
HARMONY

(smiles to ROWAN) She is such a BITCH 
ROWAN... like such a BITCH... you are better 
off with another girl...

 
ROWAN

(shouts to HARMONY) CERTAINLY not you....
 

HARMONY
(cries to ROWAN) OUCH... ouch... that hurts 
boy.. that hurts..

 
(HARMONY grabs the toaster on the 
kitchen bench; hitting ROWAN’s 
forehead hard with it. ROWAN falls 
unconscious... FADE OUT; END OF 
SCENE)

 
 

 
_

INT. ROWAN’S BEDROOM - SHARE-HOUSE - SPITZ 
NEIGHBOURHOOD

 
(FADE IN; the SHIRTLESS ROWAN 
AWAKENS AND FINDS HIMSELF 
SHIRTLESS WITH THE FULLY NAKED 
HARMONY BESIDE HIM. ROWAN SIGHS IN 
SHOCK...)

 
ROWAN

(shouts to HARMONY) Harmony... get some 
GODDAMN clothes on... Oh my GOD... you 
TART...
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HARMONY
(smiles to ROWAN) No... I want you... I 
want... (shouts) YOU... I want you...

 
(THE NAKED HARMONY kneels upright 
on ROWAN; bending downwards to 
ROWAN; kissing him obsessively. 
ROWAN shouts in disproval..)

 
ROWAN

(shouts to HARMONY) Get... get off me.. GET 
OFF ME... 

 
HARMONY

(kissing ROWAN) No Rowan boy... I stay 
here... with the most marvellous you... 
MARVELLOUS ROWAN...

 
(ROWAN grows annoyed; and lightly 
pushes the naked HARMONY away from 
himself. HARMONY is pushed back; 
and yells at ROWAN)

 
HARMONY

(shouts at ROWAN) How.. how could you push 
me like that? A woman... how could... how 
DARE You push a woman like that.., your 
mother must’t be proud of you you DICK...

 
ROWAN

(shouts to HARMONY) I’m taken... I have 
REBECCA.. my most beautiful girl... the one 
you pushed down you FUCKIN TART...

 
(HARMONY is insulted and yells 
even more loudly at ROWAN)

 
HARMONY

(shouts at ROWAN) You... you FUCKIN DICK...
 

(HARMONY grows angry; as her 
strength grows. SHE grits he teeth 
at ROWAN; holds ROWAN hard down 
with her strength...)

 
HARMONY

(shouts to ROWAN) You... YOU ROWAN DICK... 
are going to be a DADDY....

 
ROWAN

(shocked to HARMONY) What... WHAT...
 

(HARMONY  begins undressing 
ROWAN’s pants. ROWAN tries to 
intervene; with HARMONY slapping 
ROWAN’s face hard. MINUTES LATER - 
HARMONY begins performing sexual 
intercourse among ROWAN. ROWAN 
tries to resist...)
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ROWAN
(shouts to HARMONY) NO... STOP.. STOP... NO 
CONSENT...

 
 

 
(ROWAN continues shouting at 
HARMONY at no consent; with 
HARMONY ignoring ROWAN’s order and 
plea. THE SCENE ENDS WITH HARMONY 
GIGGLING at raping ROWAN. FADE 
OUT; END OF STORY)

 
_
(THE NEXT MORNING; THE FULLY 
NAKED ROWAN WAKES UP; AND 
NOTICES THE ASLEEP, FULLY NAKED 
HARMONY BESIDE HER. ROWAN 
RECALLS THE NO-CONSENT RAPE 
HARMONY HAD COMMITTED BY HIM; 
AND  LOOKS IN SHOCK) 

 
ROWAN

(shocked to himself) Oh... no. no... no...
 

(THE DOOR OPENS with the severely 
injured REBECCA looking at the 
fully naked ROWAN. REBECCA looks 
disgusted; thinking ROWAN had 
cheated on her. She slams the 
door... ROWAN panics...)

 
ROWAN

(shouts to REBECCA) No Rebecca... no... no..
 

(ROWAN exits the room fully 
naked... FADE OUT - END OF SCENE)

 
_

INT. LIVING ROOM - SHARE-HOUSE - SPITZ 
NEIGHBOURHOOD

 
(FADE IN; the naked ROWAN chases 
after the unhappy; running 
REBECCA. REBECCA has her red 
handbag in her arms; and prepares 
to leave the door outside... ROWAN 
begs REBECCA to stop)

 
ROWAN

(scared to REBECCA) Rebecca... Rebecca... 
no... no... Please don’t leave me.... I can 
explain..

 
(REBECCA angrily turns her head 
towards the naked ROWAN)

 
REBECCA

(shouts to ROWAN) Explain what ROWAN... how 
you had sex with another woman. You are a 
disgrace; cheating man... We’re done.. we’re 
through.. you FUCKIN cheating asshole...
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ROWAN
(scared to REBECCA) No... she.. she fucked 
me REBECCA... it was the other way around...

 
REBECCA

(shouts to ROWAN) And now she’s going to 
have your baby.. you and I... fuckin done... 
I’m gonna find myself a new man..

 
ROWAN

(begs REBECCA) No Rebecca... no... no...
 

(REBECCA slams the door; as she 
prepares for a new life... the 
naked ROWAN bends down in great 
sadness and regret. He cries to 
himself... then angrily walks to 
his room to confront HARMONY... 
FADE OUT; END OF SCENE)

 
_

INT. ROWAN’S BEDROOM - SHARE-HOUSE - SPITZ 
NEIGHBOURHOOD

 
(FADE IN; ROWAN makes his way to 
his room and looks angrily at the 
naked, awoken HARMONY...)

 
HARMONY

(smiles to ROWAN) Hello baby ROWAN...
 

ROWAN
(Shouts to HARMONY) You... you destroyed MY 
FUCKIN LIFE... my LOVE LIFE... YOU...

 
(SUDDENLY - the shirtless CURTIS 
opens ROWAN’s bedroom door; and 
questions ROWAN of HARMONY’s 
wherabouts...)

 
CURTIS

(questions ROWAN) Hey ROWAN.. have you seen 
HAR-

 
(CURTIS opens the door further; 
and notices the fully naked ROWAN 
with the fully naked HARMONY. He 
shouts in shock)

 
CURTIS

(shouts to ROWAN) You... YOU FUCKIN FUCK.. 
YOU... YOU FUCK... SHE’S MY LADY....

 
(CURTIS opens the door; and beats 
ROWAN up. ROWAN overpowers CURTIS; 
strangling him)
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ROWAN
(firm to CURTIS) Listen up CURTIS... that 
HARMONY of yours is the cheater... she is 
the cheater... SHE CHEATED ON YOU FOR ME... 
she FUCKED Me. She is not a loyal woman.... 
DUMP HER... 

 
(CURTIS looks angrily at HARMONY; 
believing CURTIS’ confession)

 
 

 
CURTIS

(angrily to HARMONY) Harmony... is he 
telling the truth...

 
(HARMONY starts to giggle. CURTIS 
grows enraged...)

 
CURTIS

(shouts to HARMONY) You.., YOU BITCH... you 
BITCH..

 
HARMONY

(giggles to CURTIS) Oh Curty boy... you 
always thought you were better... you always 
thought you..

 
 

 
CURTIS

(shouts to HARMONY) YOU GODDAMN BITCHFACE... 
I’ll kill you for cheating on ME... I’ll 
KILL YOU you BITCH...

 
(CURTIS screams and makes his way 
to attack HARMONY. ROWAN jumps in 
between HARMONY & CURTIS; stopping 
the fight. ROWAN attempts to calm 
CURTIS down..)

 
ROWAN

(calms CURTIS) Curtis... I know you’re 
angry... you deserve every right to be 
angry....

 
CURTIS

(shouts to HARMONY) I was going to have your 
BABY and you FUCKIN do this to me...

 
ROWAN

(calms CURTIS) Curtis... I know.... I know 
you’re angry... you deserve every right to 
be angry.. I’d be angry to..

 
CURTIS

(shouts to ROWAN) Shut up DICKHEAD... this 
doesn’t change a thing.. I hate you for 
fucking my lady... YOU BOTH ARE FUCKIN 
FUCKS... we are done...
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(CURTIS slams the door; and leaves 
the scene. ROWAN looks annoyed at 
HARMONY; HARMONY giggles)

 
HARMONY

(giggles to ROWAN) I forgot to tell him 
also.. that he always had a bit of a 
temper... like seriously...

 
ROWAN

(shouts to HARMONY) I HATE YOU FOR THIS... 
FUCK OFF... I never want to see your 
BITCHFACE again...

 
(ROWAN puts his shirt and pants 
back on; whilst HARMONY giggles. 
ROWAN is fully clothed; and slams 
the door.. FADE OUT - END OF 
SCENE)

 
_

INT. DINING AREA - SPITZ RSL
 

(FADE IN; the DINING AREA of SPITZ 
RSL. The dining area is described 
as green-like interior surrounding 
greenery via the interior; with 
wooden-like dining tables. REBECCA 
is sitting at TABLE 47; drinking a 
glass of champagne; devastated by 
the sight of the cheating ROWAN. 
She cries as she drinks...)

 
(MINUTES LATER - CURTIS dressed in 
his mechanic attire; visits SPITZ 
RSL. He notices from afar; the 
lone REBECCA crying in sadness 
with her drink of champagne. 
CURTIS makes his way to REBECCA: 
sitting on the chair opposite her 
at TABLE 47.)

 
CURTIS

(to REBECCA) Ah Rebecca... hello.. Hello 
there..

 
(REBECCA looks up; and is annoyed 
to see CURTIS looking at her. She 
looks back down at her drink; 
consuming another glass)

 
REBECCA

(annoyed to CURTIS) Why aren’t you with that 
crazy chick HARMONY? Or have you found out 
what I found out...

 
CURTIS

(to REBECCA) Yes.. I found out. HARMONY is a 
cheating bitch.
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REBECCA 
(To CURTIS) And ROWAN is a cheating 
asshole...

 
CURTIS

(to REBECCA) Two single people grieving over 
our cheating partners..

 
REBECCA

(To CURTIS) Yep.
 

(REBECCA consumes another glass of 
champagne... CURTIS starts to 
develop sexual feelings  toward 
REBECCA)

 
CURTIS

(flirts to REBECCA) Well ah... if two single 
people are looking for new partners... we 
may be a match...

 
(REBECCA smiles at CURTIS; then 
chuckles)

 
REBECCA

(Chuckles to CURTIS) With you... you’re 
kidding...

 
CURTIS

(to REBECCA) I ain’t... I ah... REBECCA. You 
are pretty good looking...

 
REBECCA

(Chuckles to CURTIS) Oh stop flirting will 
you CURTIS... you are way too crazy for me..

 
CURTIS

(to REBECCA) I was only crazy enough to keep 
up with the bitch HARMONY... but now I can 
slow down if I join you...

 
(REBECCA looks at CURTIS and 
chuckles. CURTIS still begs for 
REBECCA to be his new lover...)

 
CURTIS

(to REBECCA) Rebecca... I’ll slow down for 
you... I will... I will...

 
REBECCA

(to CURTIS) Curtis... you are about to 
become a father...

 
CURTIS

(to REBECCA) So is he... ROWAN had sex with 
HARMONY to...
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REBECCA
(to CURTIS) Yeah I know... that... that is 
going to be a weird baby..

 
(REBECCA & CURTIS laugh. A minute 
passes)

 
CURTIS

(to REBECCA) Well uh... I’m looking for a 
new love... and I think you are it GIRL...

 
(REBECCA listens to CURTIS; then 
starts to develop sexual feelings 
towards CURTIS. She smiles)

 
REBECCA

(smiles to CURTIS) Okay... I’ll be your new 
girlfriend if you slow down... stop being 
crazy...

 
CURTIS

(smiles to REBECCA) Well now that crazy 
BITCH is out of my life... I will slow 
down...

 
(CURTIS & REBECCA look at each 
other with love; and make sexual 
arousing sounds to each other...)

 
REBECCA

(flirts to CURTIS) I mean... you are a cute 
boy... (points at CURTIS’ shirt) You got to 
promise me... that that will come off 
later..

 
 

 
CURTIS

(Smiles to REBCCA) Yes... anything for you 
my darling.... anything...

 
(REBECCA & CURTIS laugh with love; 
with their romantic relationship 
developing even further. THE SCENE 
closes with REBECCA taking another 
sip of her glass of CHAMPAGNE. 
FADE OUT - END OF SCENE)

 
_

INT. LIVING ROOM - SHARE-HOUSE - SPITZ 
NEIGHBOURHOOD

 
(FADE IN MEANWHILE - THE FULLY 
NAKED, PREGNANT HARMONY; is crying 
over the angered ROWAN. She 
screams and screams....)
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HARMONY
(cries to herself) I just want a man... a 
HANDSOME FUCKIN MAN...

 
(HARMONY screams... FADE OUT; END 
OF SCENE)

 
_

INT. DINING AREA - SPITZ RSL
 

(FADE IN; CURTIS & REBECCA stay 
seated at TABLE 47; holding hands; 
expressing their love for each 
other...)

 
REBECCA

(smiles to CURTIS) Now I shall go home... 
with my new boyfriend....

 
CURTIS

(smiles to REBECCA) Yes... I want some 
solitary time with my new girlfriend... 
(romantic) Shall I escort you out?

 
REBECCA

(smiles to CURTIS) Yes...  yes you shall my 
gentleman...

 
(REBECCA leaves her empty glass of 
champagne on TABLE 47. CURTIS 
holds REBECCA’s hand; as they walk 
out of SPITZ RSL... FADE OUT; END 
OF SCENE)

 
_

INT. OUTSIDE - SPITZ RSL 
 

(FADE IN; REBECCA & CURTIS walk 
outside SPITZ RSL into the 
carpark. THEY SMILE in LOVE. 
SECONDS LATER - ROWAN makes a 
scene; and is upset to see REBECCA 
flirting with CURTIS. ROWAN 
confronts REBECCA)

 
ROWAN

(hurt to REBECCA) Rebecca... What... HOW?
 

REBECCA
(shouts to ROWAN) Rowan... it’s over... 
don’t come crawling back now... I don’t.. 
and I will not deal with cheating man....

 
ROWAN

(saddened to REBECCA) Rebecca... I told you. 
HARMONY fucked me... I did NOT FUCK HER.... 
it was the other way around... what about 
our life... the lives we were planning for 
each other... do you really want to spend it 
with that FUCKTARD you got there?
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REBECCA
(shouts to ROWAN) He was only crazy for your 
new LADY... but it’s over... I have no more 
feelings for you ROWAN... it is over. 
O.V.E.R. OVER...

 
(CURTIS walks REBECCA home back to 
the share-house; holding hands. 
ROWAN looks in sight in hurt. FADE 
OUT; END OF SCENE...)

 
_

INT. LIVING AREA - SHARE-HOUSE - SPITZ 
NEIGHBOURHOOD

 
(FADE IN; REBECCA & CURTIS arrive 
back home; and notice the pregnant 
HARMONY dressed in a pink robe 
sitting on the red sofa; with 
vommit everywhere. She holds her 
stomach in pain; as the pain of 
pregnancy starts to hit. REBECCA & 
CURTIS look in shock)

 
REBECCA

(questions HARMONY) Harmony... what 
happened?

 
HARMONY

(shouts to REBECCA) What does it look like 
BITCH? I vomited...

 
(CURTIS grows protective of 
REBECCA)

 
CURTIS

(shouts to HARMONY) Don’t call my GIRL a 
BITCH... DO NOT CALL HER A BITCH...

 
HARMONY 

(shouts to CURTIS) NOW SHE’s YOUR GIRL...
 

CURTIS
(shouts to HARMONY) YOU CHEATED ON ME BITCH 
HARMONY... YOU CHEATED ON FUCKIN...

 
(REBECCA calms CURTIS; holding his 
hand...)

 
 

 
REBECCA

(calms CURTIS) Curtis... don’t let her get 
to you. FOCUS on me BABE... focus....
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(CURTIS looks at REBECCA and 
breathes; obeying REBECCA’s 
wishes..)

 
CURTIS

(to REBECCA) I just... I just want to spend 
some time with you...

 
REBECCA

(to CURTIS) And we will... let’s... let’s 
go..

 
 

 
(CURTIS holds REBECCA’s hand; as 
he guides her to his room. HARMONY 
shouts at CURTIS)

 
HARMONY

(shouts at CURTIS) You are one OF THE 
FATHERS OF THIS BABY.. you SHOULD HELP 
ME.... HELP ME DICKHEAD..

 
(HARMONY screams as CURTIS closes 
the door shut. FADE OUT; END OF 
SCENE..)

 
_

INT. CURTIS’ BEDROOM - SHARE-HOUSE - SPITZ 
NEIGHBOURHOOD

 
(FADE IN; CURTIS’ BEDROOM. CURTIS 
closes the bedroom door behind 
REBECCA. CURTIS smiles at REBECCA; 
REBECCA puts her hand on CURTIS’ 
chest)

 
REBECCA

(smiles to CURTIS) Now... let me see that 
beautiful; most handsome chest of yours... 
shall I do the honours?

 
CURTIS

(smiles to REBECCA) You must certainly 
can...

 
(REBECCA slowly takes CURTIS’ 
shirt off; and smiles at the sight 
of REBECCA’s barechest. She puts 
her hand on CURTIS’ barechest...)

 
REBECCA

(smiles to CURTIS) Now... most beautiful 
this bod is.... most...
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(CURTIS smiles as he looks at 
REBECCA; and hugs her... REBECCA 
chuckles)

 
REBECCA

(hugging CURTIS) Oh most romantic... good 
man you are... Good man... you promise you 
won’t cheat on me...

 
CURTIS

(hugging REBECCA) I promise girl... I 
promise you heaps... you’re the one that 
I’ve been searching for...

 
REBECCA

(hugging CURTIS) The treasure that’s been 
found..

 
CURTIS

(hugging REBECCA) Most certainly...
 

(REBECCA stops hugging CURTIS and 
looks romantically at him)

 
REBECCA

(smiles to CURTIS) Now... now watch 
closely...

 
(REBECCA takes her shirt off; 
CURTIS smiles as he watches... 
REBECCA then takes her green 
bralette off; exposing her 
breasts. CURTIS smiles in love...)

 
CURTIS

(romantic to REBECCA) Now... most beautiful 
my button...
 

 
(THE TOPLESS REBECCA hugs CURTIS. 
CURTIS then undresses his pants; 
making him fully naked. REBECCA 
looks and smiles...)

 
REBECCA

(smiles to CURTIS) Now I must follow..
 

(REBECCA undos her jeans and 
underwear; making her fully naked. 
CURTIS smiles at the naked 
REBECCA)

 
 

 
CURTIS

(ROMANTIC TO REBECCA) NOW WE ARE ADAM AND 
EVE....
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REBECCA
(romantic to CURTIS) Yes... yes we are...

 
(CURTIS and REBECCA fall into a 
romantic spree. CURTIS picks the 
naked REBECCA up; REBECCA smiles 
and screams in sexual pleasure)

 
REBECCA

(romantic to CURTIS) Oh this is fun... 
babe... oh CURTIS this is..

 
(CURTIS lays the naked REBECCA on 
the bed; kissing her with 
passionate love. REBECCA holds 
CURTIS’ arms as she is being 
kissed. They both scream in sexual 
pleasure...)

 
REBECCA

(kissing CURTIS) Oh my most... my most 
handsome man... you are HANDSOME... 
HANDSOME..

 
CURTIS

(kissing REBECCA) Shall we... shall we try?
 

REBECCA
(kissing CURTIS) Try for what...

 
CURTIS

(kissing REBECCA) For a baby..
 

REBECCA
(kissing CURTIS) Oh you bet...

 
 

 
(MINUTES LATER; CURTIS & REBECCA 
begin performing sexual 
intercourse. THEY CHUCKLE in 
sexual pleasure. FADE OUT; END OF 
SCENE)

 
_

INT. LIVING ROOM - SHARE-HOUSE - SPITZ 
NEIGHBOURHOOD

 
(FADE IN the LIVING ROOM. THE 
UPSET ROWAN returns home; and 
notices the pink-robe dressed 
HARMONY crying in pain; with vomit 
still surrounding the floor. 
HARMONY groans as she looks at the 
saddened ROWAN...)

 
HARMONY

(groans to ROWAN) Rowan... please... I know 
you hate me... I know you do... I’m sorry.. 
My belly...
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(HARMONY holds her sore, painful-
wrenching stomach. She begins to 
cry in pain)

 
HARMONY

(groans to ROWAN) I’m... I’m sorry... I’m 
sorry.... Please..

 
(ROWAN walks away; still angered 
at being raped by HARMONY. He 
makes his way to locate REBECCA... 
FADE OUT; END OF SCENE)

 
_

INT. CURTIS’ BEDROOM - SHARE-HOUSE - SPITZ 
NEIGHBOURHOOD

 
(FADE IN CURTIS’ BEDROOM. CURTIS & 
REBECCA continue performing sexual 
intercourse; making sexual sounds 
in the process...)

 
REBECCA

(romantic to CURTIS) Just a bit more 
longer...  and...

 
(A MINUTE PASSES - CURTIS stops 
performing sexual intercourse and 
lays by the side next to 
REBECCA... REBECCA chuckles in 
love)

 
REBECCA

(smiles to CURTIS) Now that was... that 
was...

 
CURTIS

(smiles to REBECCA) I enjoyed it to REBECCA. 
I enjoyed it..

 
(SUDDENLY THE DOOR KNOCKS. IT IS 
THE VOICE OF ROWAN)

 
ROWAN

(behind door) REBECCA. REBECCA...
 

(ROWAN opens the door; and is in 
shock of the fully naked CURTIS & 
REBECCA laying beside each other. 
ROWAN looks in disgust at REBECCA)

 
CURTIS

(Hurt to REBECCA) So... so I.. I guess it 
really is over..

 
REBECCA

(firm to ROWAN) GET OUT OF HERE... AND YES 
IT IS OVER... IT’S OVER...
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ROWAN
(hurt to REBECCA) I will... keep fucking 
your new guy...

 
(ROWAN slams the door in hurt. 
CURTIS then looks at REBECCA)

 
CURTIS

(laughs to REBECCA) Ha... he is such a 
sourpuss really... don’t you think?

 
REBECCA

(smiles to CURTIS) Yes... i've never met a 
man quite like you before...

 
(CURTIS leaps over REBECCA and 
starts another round of sexual 
intercourse with REBECCA. They yet 
again; make arousing sounds under 
sexual pleasure... FADE OUT; END 
OF SCENE)

 
_

INT. LIVING ROOM - SHARE-HOUSE - SPITZ 
NEIGHBOURHOOD

 
(FADE IN; the LIVING ROOM. ROWAN 
returns to the pain-induced crying 
HARMONY... ROWAN begins to choose 
HARMONY as his next lover and 
assists HARMONY with her pain)

 
ROWAN

(To HARMONY) Well Harmony.... you and I... 
we will be together... it’s you and me now..

 
(HARMONY looks at ROWAN with 
excitement and love...)

 
HARMONY

(To ROWAN) Wait.. really...
 

ROWAN
(To HARMONY) Yes... you win. YOU FUCK ME... 
you get me... YOU WIN..

 
(HARMONY smiles with love)

 
HARMONY

(smiles to ROWAN) Okay... okay... thank 
you... my new boyfriend... I uh..

 
(HARMONY begins to cry under more 
pregnancy pain; ROWAN makes his 
way to sit beside HARMONY. HARMONY 
looks at ROWAN; and cries in 
agony)
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HARMONY
(Cries to ROWAN) Now I know what pregnancy 
feels like... now I... now I....

 
(HARMONY cries. ROWAN starts to 
hug HARMONY for comfort)

 
 

 
ROWAN

(to HARMONY) Perhaps you and I need a warm 
bath together...

 
HARMONY

(cries to ROWAN) Yes... yes please...
 

(ROWAN carries the pain-induced 
HARMONY to the bathroom. FADE OUT; 
END OF SCENE)

 
_

INT. BATHROOM - SHARE-HOUSE - SPITZ 
NEIGHBOURHOOD

 
(FADE IN the BATHROOM. The naked 
HARMONY & ROWAN sit in the 
bathtub; resting in the bath-
waters; whilst HARMONY rests her 
pain-induced; pregnant stomach... 
HARMONY smiles at ROWAN9

 
HARMONY

(smiles to ROWAN) Rowan... Rowan... the warm 
water is helping.. it’s helping...

 
ROWAN

(smiles to HARMONY) Good... good... that’s 
what I like to hear... just... rest that 
stomach of yours...

 
(A pause)

 
HARMONY

(to ROWAN) Ah Rowan... I know you uh.. I 
know you still hate me after fuckin you. And 
I’m not requesting an apology... I uh... I 
know sometimes I’m crazy... I’m just 
crazy... but I promise... I sincerely 
promise I won’t do that again..

 
ROWAN

(to  HARMONY) You swear to me...
 

HARMONY
(smiles to ROWAN) I swear...

 
(ROWAN & HARMONY hug each other in 
the bathtub... FADE OUT; END OF 
SCENE)
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_
INT. KITCHEN - SHARE-HOUSE - SPITZ 
NEIGHBOURHOOD

 
(FADE INTO THE KITCHEN. REBECCA is 
cooking in the kitchen; making 
CURRIED SAUSAGES. CURTIS smiles as 
he stands beside her; hugging her 
with love. REBECCA and CURTIS are 
both clothed; and they talk...)

 
CURTIS

(smiles to REBECCA) We shall do a pregnancy 
test tomorrow... see if you’re pregnant with 
our baby..

 
REBECCA

(Smiles to CURTIS) Yes... yes I can’t wait 
to find out...

 
CURTIS

(smiles; to REBECCA) We’ll make the cutest 
bundle of joy...

 
REBECCA

(questions CURTIS) We will..
 

CURTIS
(smiles to REBECCA) Well think about it 
BECCY... Can I call you that?

 
REBECCA

(smiles to CURTIS) Yes you most certainly 
may..

 
CURTIS

(smiles to REBECCA) Well think about it 
BECCY... you’re good looking... but (thinks) 
Am I good looking?

 
REBECCA

(romantic to CURTIS) Oh you are the most 
handsome-looking man I think I have ever 
met... I think I amb blessed to have you...

 
CURTIS

(smiles to REBECCA) Likewise BECCY... 
likewise...

 
(CURTIS smiles as he continues 
watching REBECCA cook)

 
_
(MINUTES LATER - the clothed 
HARMONY & ROWAN make their way 
to the kitchen; and notice 
REBECCA & CURTIS by the 
kitchen. HARMONY talks to  
REBECCA)
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HARMONY
(To REBECCA) So REBECCA... are you going to 
be nice enough to serve me...  a pregnant 
woman dinner?

 
(REBECCA ignores HARMONY. CURTIS 
sticks up for REBECCA: and fronts 
HARMONY)

 
CURTIS

(Shouts to HARMONY) No... she is not cooking 
for you BITCH... not at all..

 
(ROWAN stands up for HARMONY; and 
grabs CURTIS’ hand hard)

 
ROWAN

(shouts to REBECCA) REBECCA. SERVE my lady 
DINNER... NOW...

 
CURTIS

(Shouts to ROWAN) LET GO OF MY HAND... and 
leave BECCY alone...

 
ROWAN

(shouts to CURTIS) SHE WAS MINE FIRST... 
REBECCA WAS MINE FIRST...

 
CURTIS

(shouts to ROWAN) Until you were making out 
with HARMONY.. until you were FUCKING 
HARMONY... (firm)  NOW LET GO OF MY HAND...

 
(ROWAN glares at CURTIS;  as he 
still holds CURTIS’ hand hard. 
CURTIS loses his mind as he grows 
impatient; and kicks ROWAN hard in 
the stomach. ROWAN groans in agony 
as he falls on his back...)

 
ROWAN

(shouts to CURTIS) YOU... YOU  FUCK.. YOU...
 

CURTIS
(shouts to ROWAN) I TOLD YOU TO GET YOUR 
HAND OFF ME... and you DID NOT LISTEN...  
you DESERVE IT..

 
ROWAN

(shouts to CURTIS) You’ll pay for that you 
ASS... you complete ASS...
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(ROWAN jumps back up; and throws 
the glass kettle at CURTIS’ face. 
CURTIS is deeply cut and scarred 
on the face; and grows enraged at 
ROWAN; looking fearsomely 
aggressive...)

 
CURTIS

(shouts to ROWAN) YOU... you will pay FOR 
THAT... you WILL...

 
ROWAN

(taunts CURTIS) You’re the one injured not 
me... ha...

 
(CURTIS takes his shirt off; 
looking viciously at ROWAN)

 
CURTIS

(Shouts to ROWAN) Let’s see who the REAL MAN 
is... come on... YOU ASS_FUCK...

 
ROWAN

(shouts to CURTIS) Oh I will..
 

(ROWAN takes his shirt off; 
showing his brute strength to 
CURTIS. The brawl starts; REBECCA 
worries though still remains 
cooking...)

 
REBECCA

(concerned to CURTIS) No... no CURTIS... 
CURTIS..

 
(HARMONY sadisticallly enjoys the 
sight of ROWAN & CURTIS fighting. 
A few punches are thrown as both 
fall to the ground. CURTIS 
overpowers ROWAN this time; 
strangling him; ROWAN struggles)

 
HARMONY

(encourages ROWAN) KILL HIM ROWAN... kill 
the FUCK..

 
REBECCA

(annoyed To HARMONY) YOU SICK BITCH...
 

HARMONY
(shouts to REBECCA) Hey... that is NO WAY TO 
SPEAK TO A PREGNANT LADY.... that is no way 
at ALL...
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(THE BRAWL CONTINUES; with ROWAN 
fighting back; but failing to 
break free. CURTIS still is 
strangling ROWAN)

 
CURTIS

(shouts to ROWAN) GIVE UP YOU FUCK.. give up 
HAIRY APE...

 
(ROWAN overpowers CURTIS; and 
pulls CURTIS over him. CURTIS 
groans...)

 
CURTIS

(groans to himself) NO... NO... FUCK...
 

REBECCA
(worried to CURTIS) Curtis... no CURTIS..

 
(CURTIS then strangles ROWAN; 
ROWAN struggles)

 
CURTIS

(struggles to himself) No.. no.. no..
 

ROWAN
(strangles CURTIS) Now come on you stuck-up 
fuck.. Come on... FIGHT NOW...

 
REBECCA

(Shout to ROWAN) Let CURTIS go... LET CURTIS 
Go now or else... 

 
ROWAN

(shouts to REBECCA) Or ELSE WHAT?
 

REBECCA
(Begs ROWAN) Rowan... stop... please... 
please stop..

 
(ROWAN lets CURTIS go. AS CURTIS 
stands; ROWAN kicks him back down; 
grabs a knife and sharply cuts 
CURTIS’ stomach. CURTIS groans 
from the attack; ROWAN stop and 
shouts at CURTIS)

 
ROWAN

(shouts to CURTIS) Now you’re down you 
FUCK... you’re down..

 
REBECCA

(shouts to ROWAN) You said you’d stop.. you 
liar... YOU FUCKIN LIAR..

 
ROWAN

(shouts to REBECCA) SHUT UP..
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(HARMONY notices the angered 
ROWAN; and starts to calm him 
down. HARMONY grabs CURTIS’ 
hand...)]

 
HARMONY

(calms ROWAN) Rowan... Rowan... calm down... 
spend the time with me... just ignore it... 
let’s just get our CURRIED SAUSAGES and head 
upstairs...

 
ROWAN

(calm down; to HARMONY) Okay... okay...
 

(HARMONY grabs two servings OF 
CURRIED SAUSAGES; and heads 
upstairs with ROWAN to ROWAN’s 
room... REBECCA doesn’t intervene 
out of fear; and looks at the 
deeply harmed CURTIS laying on the 
ground. She bends down to him..)

 
REBECCA

(Worried to CURTIS) Curtis... Curtis baby... 
Curtis.

 
CURTIS

(groans to REBECCA) Rebecca... I.... I uh... 
I told you she’s crazy..

 
REBECCA

(worried to CURTIS) Let me help you stand up 
and relieve those stomach wounds... I’ll get 
the first-aid kit... let me help

 
(REBECCA helps CURTIS stand up; 
CURTIS stands up and makes his way 
to the red-sofa. CURTIS lays 
injured and shirtless; as REBECCA 
returns to him; soothing his 
wounds with antiseptic cream and 
water. She sits beside him... 
CURTIS groans at the pain... 
REBECCA worries)

 
 

 
REBECCA

(worried to CURTIS) Sorry Curtis.. . sorry..
 

CURTIS
(groans to REBECCA) No Rebecca... don’t... 
don’t be sorry... I just..

 
REBECCA

(worried to CURTIS) But I am...
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(REBECCA dabs some more antiseptic 
cream on CURTIS’ sharp knifed-
wound; CURTIS groans at the pain 
but is thankful. REBECCA applies a 
bandaid to CURTIS’s stomach wound. 
CURTIS looks at REBECCA)

 
CURTIS

(thankful to REBECCA) Thank... thank you... 
I appreciate it...

 
REBECCA

(worried to CURTIS) It’s okay... just... 
just heal now...

 
(REBECCA & CURTIS cuddle. FADE 
OUT; END OF SCENE)

 
_

INT. ROWAN’S BEDROOM - SHARE-HOUSE - SPITZ 
NEIGHBOURHOOD

 
(FADE IN ROWAN’S BEDROOM. ROWAN & 
HARMONY sit beside each other; 
each enjoying their serving of 
CURRIED SAUSAGES. Harmony smiles 
at ROWAN)

 
HARMONY

(Smiles to ROWAN) You were a gentleman 
before... Fighting the big bad CURTIS; 
helping my sore stomach with a nice warm 
bubble-bath... good man you are ROWAN..

 
ROWAN

(romantic to HARMONY) I am at you service Ms 
HARMONY... give me directions and I’ll 
follow...

 
HARMONY

(romantic to ROWAN) Now that is a most 
gentleman thing for you to say and 
acknowledge... good boy you are..

 
(HARMONY & ROWAN kiss; and drop 
their dirty plates on the bedroom 
floor. The sauce from the curried 
sausages stain the carpet as both 
HARMONY & ROWAN fall on their bed; 
kissing and making out.. FADE OUT; 
END OF SCENE)

 
 

 
_

INT. LIVING ROOM - SHARE-HOUSE - SPITZ 
NEIGHBOURHOOD
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(FADE IN THE LIVING ROOM 15 MINS 
LATER - REBECCA  brings two 
servings of CURRIED SAUSAGES to 
the red sofa. She serves herself; 
and serves CURTIS. CURTIS grabs 
the serving; and begins eating. He 
groans with the pain; but 
continues eating..)

 
 

 
REBECCA

(worried to CURTIS) Just heal up boy... heal 
up..

 
CURTIS

(to REBECCA) Yeah... I will.. I will 
REBECCA.. (pauses) by the way... this 
CURRIED SAUSAGES is beautiful... thank you 
REBECCA... thank you..

 
REBECCA

(smiles to CURTIS) No worries...
 

(CURTIS continues eating the 
CURRIED SAUSAGES; and smiles as he 
looks at REBECCA) 

 
REBECCA

(smiles to CURTIS) What... what?
 

CURTIS
(smiles to REBECCA) Just thanks for 
everything...

 
(THE SCENE CLOSES WITH REBECCA & 
CURTIS kissing; falling asleep 
together on the red-sofa. FADE 
OUT; END OF SCENE)

 
_
(THE NEXT MORNING - ROWAN 
returns to the living room; 
holding hands with HARMONY. 
THEY ARRIVE and notice the 
injured CURTIS and REBECCA. 
Both couples glare at each 
other... HARMONY giggles at the 
awkwardness...)

 
ROWAN

(to REBECCA) You know REBECCA... I don’t 
need you... you’re scum... I’ve got HARMONY 
now... and she like say hairy chest apart 
from you..
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(CURTIS becomes protective of 
ROWAN; and holds his hand towards 
HARMONY; protecting her... He 
shouts at ROWAN)

 
CURTIS

(shouts to ROWAN) GO AWAY... do not go near 
HARMONY....

 
ROWAN

(shouts to CURTIS) I’m not going to go no 
near here anymore... she’s yours that 
BITCH..

 
(REBECCA appears hurt by the 
comment; and glares at ROWAN...)

 
REBECCA

(annoyed; to ROWAN) What do you want ROWAN?
 

ROWAN
(to REBECCA) You...

 
(SUDDENLY REBECCA’s morning 
sickness kicks in as she vomits on 
the ground; REBECCA presses her 
sore stomach; becoming sick. 
REBECCA coughs; CURTIS worries...)

 
CURTIS

(worried to REBECCA) Rebecca... Rebecca...
 

(HARMONY laughs sadistically. 
CURTIS holds REBECCA’s arms; 
REBECCA cries in CURTIS’ arms...)

 
CURTIS

(Worried to REBECCA) Rebecca..
 

(REBECCA coughs out some more 
liquid of vomit to the floor. She 
coughs once more... then cries as 
she looks at CURTIS)

 
REBECCA

(cries to CURTIS) Curtis... Curtis... I... 
I... I think I’m pregnant... I need to get a 
pregnancy test..

 
(REBECCA stands up; making her way 
to the bathroom. ROWAN grabs 
REBECCA’s arm tight; REBECCA cries 
as she looks at ROWAN)

 
REBECCA

(shouts to ROWAN) Row... Rowan... what are 
you doing? LET ME... LET ME GO..

 
(CURTIS grows angered at ROWAN; 
standing up)
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CURTIS
(shouts at ROWAN) Let REBECCA go now... 

 
ROWAN

(shouts at CURTIS) No... I hate her... I 
can’t stand her being alive anymore... 
(looks at HARMONY; back at CURTIS) I think 
HARMONY and I would be much happier if MISS 
REBECCA died..

 
(REBECCA looks in shock; and tries 
to get away from ROWNA; but fails 
as ROWAN holds her firm. CURTIS 
gets more angry...)

 
CURTIS

(shouts at ROWAN) LET REBECCA go... or I 
will kill you...

 
(ROWAN laughs. HARMONY laughs 
along with ROWAN) 
 

 
ROWAN

(laughs at CURTIS) You will kill me... HA... 
(pauses) didn’t you forget that I had 
ovepowered you twice.... twice... good..

 
(CURTIS grows vicious; and attacks 
ROWAN pushing him down. ROWAN 
falls on his back; CURTIS grows 
angry and shockingly overpowers 
ROWAN this time. HARMONY looks in 
shock; REBECCA looks in fear; 
hyperventilating as she holds her 
sore stomach. CURTIS drags ROWAN 
by the leg; pulling him towards 
the kitchen...)

 
HARMONY

(angry to CURTIS) Let ROWAN go... LET my 
BOYFRIEND go now...

 
CURTIS

(Shouts to HARMONY) I’ll deal with you 
later...

 
(HARMONY screams)

 
HARMONY

(to ROWAN) BEAT THE FUCKER up my DEAR 
ROWAN... FUCK him up big time..

 
(HARMONY glares at REBECCA: 
REBECCA looks in fear. TO BE 
CONTINUED...)
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_
INT. KITCHEN - SHARE-HOUSE - SPITZ 
NEIGHBOURHOOD

 
(FADE IN - THE BRAWL between ROWAN 
& CURTIS begins. CURTIS overpowers 
ROWAN shockingly again; ROWAN 
laughs in shock)

 
ROWAN

(laughs sadistically; to CURTIS) What.. 
you’ve been working out.. HA... HA?

 
(CURTIS grows angry at ROWAN: 
smacking his arm on the ground. 
ROWAN groans from the pain; CURTIS 
looks viciously as he looks up; 
opening the kitchen drawer; 
grabbing a sharp knife.  ROWAN 
laughs at a vicious CURTIS bearing 
a knife......)

 
ROWAN

(laughs sadistically to ROWAN) No... no you 
wouldn’t... you wouldn’t..

 
(CURTIS kills ROWAN; slicing his 
throat with the knife; instantly 
killing him. ROWAN lays deceased; 
CURTIS becomes angry and screaming 
in a murderous tone; as he closes 
his bloodied fists. TO BE 
CONTINUED..

 
_

INT. LIVING ROOM - SHARE-HOUSE - SPITZ 
NEIGHBOURHOOD

 
(FADE IN the LIVING ROOM. CURTIS 
returns to the LIVING ROOM wielded 
with the knife. He glares at 
HARMONY; REBECCA looks in shock)

 
REBECCA

(worried to ROWAN) CURTIS... CURTIS.. 
what.... what happened?

 
CURTIS

(angrily to HARMONY) Your boyfriend is 
dead..

 
HARMONY

(shouts to CURTIS) What... what... you 
better not have killed him... YOU FUCKIN 
FUCK... YOU FUCKIN..

 
(HARMONY screams at CURTIS; then 
makes her way to attack CURTIS. 
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CURTIS in a murderous state; cuts 
HARMONY’s arm off. HARMONY screams 
at the loss of her arm; screaming 
in complete agony)

 
HARMONY

(shouts to CURTIS) You... you cut my arm 
off... you... you MONSTER...

 
(CURTIS then cuts into HARMONY’s 
chest with the sharp knife; 
removing it with force - instantly 
killing her. REBECCA looks in 
complete shock; shouting at CURTIS 
in fear and anger; holding her 
sore stomach)

 
REBECCA

(shouts at CURTIS) Curtis... WHAT... STOP... 
what did you just do...

 
(CURTIS glares at REBECCA; holding 
the wielded knife)

 
 

 
CURTIS

(shouts to REBECCA) Rebecca... this is for 
the better..

 
(REBECCA walks backwards in fear)

 
REBECCA

(cries to CURTIS) Curtis... you are a 
murderer. A murderous monster... you cut 
HARMONY’s off; you killed her... you killed 
ROWAN... (screams) GET AWAY FROM ME... you 
said you’d change.. YOU SAID YOU WOULD 
FUCKIN CHANGE..

 
(CURTIS angrily and viciously 
kills REBECCA by a stab to to the 
throat. REBECCA falls as she 
instantly dies... CURTIS bends 
down to the deceased REBECCA in 
shock. THE CAMERA PANS OUT WITH 
ROWAN screaming at the deceased, 
pregnant REBECCA... with the 
murdered HARMONY & CURTIS laying 
on the ground... FADE OUT - END OF 
SCENE & STORY..)
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